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PREFACE 
The conventional technique for making resistors incorporated in 
integrated networks is to employ diffused strips, since this can often 
be accomplished with no additional processing steps. The resistance 
of the diffused strip is determined by the effective resistivity of 
the diffused layer and is isolated from the remainder of the circuit 
by maintaining the junction under reverse bias conditions. However, 
the reverse biased junction introduces a parasitic capacitance which 
may cause problems in high~frequency circuits and must be considered 
i.n the circuit de signo The purpose of this study is to obtain analyti-
cal expressions for the frequency response of resistors formed in this 
manner. 
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Dr. Harold T. Fristoe, for suggestions contributed to this work and 
many helpful discussions throughout the study. Also, I would like to 
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.- - t , ~.'l"1mut 0 T prnl:l:ramp a.nd to Lou:l.s Thoma.son~ for subsequent additions 
to it o I would like also to expre ss my appreciation to Dre William L. 
Hv,ght1S~ Head~ School of Electrical Engineering, Oklahoma State University. 
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Various ~rticles concerning integrated electronics have recently 
been presented in the literature (1, 2, 3, 4)~ These references consider 
such factors as basic theory of operation, circu,it and component consider-
ations, limitations on minimal size, and recent advancements in the field. 
It is believed that these publications alon$ with the references contained 
therein will suffice in giving an .adequate background and associated 
problems in the field. 
Thi~ study is concer~ed with the a~alytical investigation of dif-
fused resistive elements used in integ~ated circuitry. Specifically, the 
frequency response of such el~ments will be determined. The results are 
then presented for a general diffused element in terms of the open-circuit 
impedance, the short-circuit admittance, and the hybrid parameters as 
functions of the relative frequency. Previous work in this field either 
has not considered the general diffused element, or if a general element 
was considered~ the response was not given in terms of general circuit 
parameter so 
These resistive elements are usually fo:i;-med during the same diffu-
sion processes that create the active elements of the circuit . Figure 
1-1 shows a typical cross section of a d~ffused layer with ohmic con-
tact s at two points. 
1 
N 
Figure 1-1. The Cross Section of a Diffused Layer Resistor, 
The diffused p-type layer is isolated from then-type subst~ate pro-
vided the substrate is floating relative to the diffused layer or is 
reverse biased. Under these conditions tqe di(fused layer may be con-
sidered as a resistor. The value pf resist~~ce is then determined from 
the resistivity and geometry of the diffused layer. Also, this value 
of resistance will be affected by reverse lea~age currents of the diode, 
capacitive shunting through the p-n junction qepletion layer, and possible 
transistor action of this layer with other regions of the circuit. Since 
t he latter effect is associated with component arrangement within a parti-
cular circuit, it will not be considered in this study. 
The general. approach to the problem consists of representing the 
diffused laye r &.!:" a di. s tributed line with the substrate acting as a 
common termina L In Cha.pter I I this analysis is considered, and the 
resul ts are given in t enns of the open- circuit impedance, the short-
circuit admittance, and the hybri d parameters as f unctions of the resis-
tance and capacicance per unit l engch. 
Chapter III c-rmsists of a brief discussion of the two dif:(usion 
profiles to be considered i n this report, the Gaussian and the comple-
mentary error function distributions. Several l?arameters that are 
neered in the capacitance calculations are then derived from this dis-
cuss ion. 
The ];'esistance and capaci~ance per uni~ length are determined in 
Chapter IV. These results are combined so that they may be readily 
i ntroduced into the results of Chapter II. 
In this study i t is asstnned that the diffusion profiles are dictated 
by the requirements on the active components. Thus, resistor Qesign 
must be compatible with these predetermined profiles. Under these condi~ 
tions it is noted in Chapter V that the only variables of the resistor 
response are the dimensions of the resistive element, the reverse bias 
of the diffused ju~ction, and the frequency of operation. These variables 
are combined into a connnon variable j:tnd denot~d as the 1:elative frequency. 
The open-circuit impedance, the short-circuit admittance, and the hybrid 
parameters obtained in Chapter II are then presented graphically for sev-
eral diffusions as functions of the relative frequency. ~ow and high 
frequency approximations to these l;'ei;\,llts are also given. 
Appendix D contains the computer program used f~r ntnnerical eval4a-
tion of these parameters and their approximations. 
C}!APTER Il 
FOUR-TERl'!INAL REPRESENTATION 
As mentioned in Ch~pter I, the re~istive element may be formed 
by the diffu~ i on of an impurity layer into a background of opposite 
type conductivity ~ whi ch for this study will be assumed homogeneous. 
The dif fused layer is isoiated from the substrate provided the junction 
between the substrate and diffused layer is reverse biased. The isola-
tion i s incomplete owing to leakage currents and the depletion layer 
capacitance of the reverse biased junction. For good quality P-N 
junct i ons i n silicon~ the former effect can be negle~ted, Although 
the r es i st i v i ty of the substrate material may be greater than that of 
the diffused layer, it is noted that the cross &ection of the substrate 
is such that its effective resistance is also negligible. 
Under these asswnptions , an i ncrement, 6z, of the resistive ele -
ment may be approximated by a serie s resistance shunted by a capacitance . 
The differentia l equat i ·ns describing the response of the network are 
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Figure 2-1. Circuit Relations for an Increment of a 
Diffuse9 Resisior. 
J 
z = the distance coordi~ate measured from one end of the element. 
llz = an increment in the z coordinate, 
e = the poten~ial at point z. 
lie ~ the increment of potential experienced over the distance 
llz, with reference polarity shown in Figure 2-1. 
i the current in the resistance at point z. 
lli = the increment of current flowing through the capacitance 
in the interval Az. 
For the response of the above network, Lepage and Seely (5) have 
obtaine d the following partial differential equatipns: 
2 
o e(z 2 ~) = RC oe(z,t) 
oz2 ot 
o2i (z,t) 
2 . = 
oz 
RC oi(z, t) 
at 
(2-1) 
where Rand C represent the series resistance and shunt capacitance per 
unit Jength~ respec.tivelyo 
Assuming constant coeff icients and sinusoidal time dependence of 
vo ltage and current~ the solutions of Equations 2-1 f;or a resistive 
-c 1. 1:::ment of finite l ength L with the boundary conditions indicated by 
Figure 2-2 are (5) 
~ 
...... 
Figur e 2-2. The Four-Terminal Representation of a 
Diffused Resistor~ 
- exp-y(L-x) ]/2 
6 
E(x) = E2[expy(L-x) + exp-y(L-x)]/2 - 12z0 [expy(L-x) (2-2) 
- exp-y(L-x)]/2 ~ 1 2[expy(L-x) + exp-y(L-x)]/2, E2 I(x) = ~ [ expy(L-x) 
Zo 
where 
y = (j2TifRC)\ = (1 + j)(nfRC)\ 
Z = (R/j2nfc)\ = (1 + j)-1(R/TifC)\ . 
0 
When there is no interest tn the potential and current at inter-
medi ate po i nts along the element, it may be treated as a four -termi~al 
networko Since E( O) = E1 and 1 ( 0) = 11, Equations 2-2 are in the pro-
per form to yi.eld the desired results. If xis set equal to zero in 
Equat.i.ons 2.-2 and writing the exponential terms as hyperbolic functions , 
tbe following equations are. obtained f or the four ... terminal network 
i llustrated in Figure 2-2. 
E1 = ( coshyL )E2 - Z0 (sinhyL )I2 
:r1 := 1 ( sinhyL)E2 - ( coshyL)I2 Zo 
These equations may be r ewritten in matri x form as 
( 2-3 ) 
7 
[::] ~ [: ::] [ ::] ' (2-4) 
where 
A= coshyL 
B Z0 sinhyL 
c = (l/Z0 )sinhyL 
D = coshyL. 
There are many diffe~ent set~ of parameters that may be used to 
characterize the behavior of the network. More f~miliar, than those 
in Equations 2-4, ~re the open-ci~cuit impedance, the short-circuit 
admittance, and the hybrid parameter~~ These are defined by Equations 
2- 5 through 2-7, respectively. 
[::] [ zu zl~J [ ::] = z2l z22 (2-5) 
[::l [Yu Yt~l [::] == Y21 Y22 (2-6) 
r· .., r hu h12 l rll l ! El I I . l h21 t 12 ! h22 _ LE2 _j L J (2-7) 
In general. 9 the equations of one set may be derived from those of 
any other set by appropriate linear transformations. Applying these 
transformations 9 the following equations result, which relate the open-
circuit impedance ~ the short - circuit admittance, and the hybrid para-
:~·" ':ers t o t he hyperbolic functions which define A, B, C, and D (Appendix 
A) o 
z11 :;:: z22 z 1/422 :;;: Z0 (coshyL)/(sinhyL) 
z12 z z21 = Z0 /(sinhyL) 
Y11 c:;: Y22 = 1/hu ;;=;· (coshyL)/Z0 (sinhyL) 
Y12 = Y21 = -1/Zo(sinhyL) 
h12 =:= ""h21 z 1/(coshyL) 
8 
(2 .. 8) 




As shown in Equations 2 .. 2, y anQ z0 are complex quantities which 
may be written as 
where 
yL = (1 + j)A 
Z0 = (l + j)~1(L/wt)(~/i), 
A.:= (nfROL2)\, 
(2 .. 13) 
Substitution of Equationl? 2 .... 13 .and applicat;ion of the appropriate 
identities for hyJ?erbolic functions with <::,ompleX ~:r~uments allow Equa .. 
tions 2-8 through· 2-12 to be written in the fol1owing form (Appendix A) •. 
z1 1/(L/wt) z z22/(L/wt) z (wt/L)/h44 z 
(p/A) [ 1 + i tanh A tan A J 
(tanh A = tan A)+ j(t;:inh. l + tian A) (2-14) 
z, 2/(L/wt) = zz· 1· l(L 1lwt) = J.. ~ ,. .:; • f '·. • 
(2.-15) 
(P /A) [---- i J 
(sinh X cos A - cash I s:i.n l) + j(sinh I cos A+ cash A sin A) 
Y1.1/(wt/L) = y22/(wt/L) = (L/wt)/hll ::;, 
(A./P) [.O ., tanhK tan ;) + JO, + t;,:mh 1\ .. tan A)] 
tanh .A + j t.an I 
Y12/Cwt/L) = y 21 /(wt/L) = 
(l/~) [ -(1 + j) J 
sinh A cos A+ j cosq A sin A 
(2-16) 
9 
[ .. 1 _] 
cosh A cos A+ j sinh 4 sin A' (2-18) 
The author has assumed in the solution of the partial differential 
equation$ that led to these res1,1ltst that the resistance and capacitance 
per unit length are constant .along the length of the resistor~ aowever, 
these cond;itions do not ex;ist in c;>perative elements. 
The decrease in bias due to the potential drop along the resis-
tor will result in .a reduction of the depletion region of the diffused 
layer. Since most of the conductivity in su~h di~(used layers is con-
tributed by the relatively highly doped re&ion nea~ the surface, the 
change in depletion region is assumed t;o have negligible effect. on the 
value of resistance. The v~l~e of ~apaciJ:ance is inversely proport:;i.onal 
to the one .. th:i,.rd or one-half power of the bias voltage if the junct:;i.on 
is operated in the t;"egion where the gra.ded <;>r step junction approJ1:i-
mations are valid (6). Thh report will consider elements operated :in 
the gr;3.ded region and assume the change in bias is suc;h that constant 
ca.pacitance will be a reasonable asst,ll;llptiqn. 
CHAPTER III 
DIFFUSION PROFILE 90NSIDERATIONS 
Calculations of the .argument A. introd\,lced in the preceeding chapter 
will depend upon the particular impu+ity profile used to obtain the 
resistive element, Two common dis~ributiops, the G,qUSSian and the c;;om-
plementary error function, are discussed briefly in this chapter. For 
a detailed discussion of the vapious diffusion profiles, one may refer 
to the article by Smits (7) or the text by Jost (8). 
Figure 3 ... 1 shows .an al:lsumed :i.mpurity distr:i.bution. The absc:;.issia, 
x, is :zero at :the sµ:i;-fac:;.~ from whic;;h t;he #ffusion takes pla~e. Ns is 
the concentration of dUfused dqna:i;-s (or ~cc.~ptor~) at the sur':face; 
N(x) is the net concentraticrn .at any depth x; Nb :i,s the concentration 
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A junction is fonned .at a depth :Xj where the·iinpu:rity concentration 
of the diffusant eqµa1s ~he b.ae~grct>und conce'Q.tration.. Tlle · $p~ce chatge 
region fo;r some .arbitrary _.applied voltJ$e is indicated on thil!:i profUe. 
MathelI!atical forms far this.dhtribµtion :are· obtained by solution 
of the diffusion equ.ation- with the apptopriate boundary conditions. 
Two· boundary conditions are-of ~pecial interest in the diffusions 
employed for device manufacture. The first of these occurs when a 
fixed amount of impurity is.dep0~it:ed Qn the· SUJ:'f1;1ce a,t the beginning 
of the diffusion .and held eon,s~atit throughout the diffusion. Under 
these conditions, a:;s1J;tning the origin:al semieonductot: m.ate+ial eontaj.ns 
a uniform impurity dendty of the opp0$ite eqnduetiv;i.ty type, one 
obtains a Gaussian 4istribution 
where L1 ::;;: 2.../iit.; D is the diffusion co~st;ant, .and t is. the time of 
diffusion. 
For this distri.but-icms the junction depth is dete;rmined by the 
solution of 
which yields 
The slope of the itnpurtty. distribution is given by 





The q1,1,antity .A will be· defined as. the .absolute value of the· slope 
evaluated at the junction; thus 
a= (3 .. 3) 
or 
.a:::;: (3 .. 4) 
The maintenance of .. a constant impu:dty concentration at . the surf,ce 
during the diffusion leads to the c11>mpleI11en1;al:'y eX'ror func.t;Lon solution 
of the diffusion equation, that is 
Seve~.al .authors pl!'ete,;; to Wlii~e Equation 3 .. 5,i'fl. the ferJD. 
(3-,6) 
Evaluation of Equation 3 .. 6 .at the june.t;i,on ll1,ay be used to, determine the 
value of M9 that is 
where erfc~l is used in the 11a,rc function" sense. Comparison of Eqt1a-
tions 3 .. 5 and 3 .... 6 yields an alternate definition fer M 
M = X·/L1-
' J (3;-8) 
The slope of the function is 
dN(x) ( f ~ ,:;:;:-,) ( I )2 dx = ., 2MNs Xj"VTT exp ... ~ xj • 
13 
Thµs 
(3 .. 9) 
Scarlett (9) has shown, by expanding the complementary error fl.lnc .. 
tion in a Taylor I s se't'ies apol.lt the norrt1aUzed junction depth and appro:d-
mating the nth d¢rivative of erfc(y) as erfc;.(n)Y .~ .. 2y erfc(n-l)Y, that 
(Appendix B) 
(3-10) 
Thh approximation is identic;al to thE1,t obta;i.nec;l throµgh exact analysis 
of the Gat.!.ssian qistri.bution, 
It should be noted that dev:i,ati.ons often.appear in the.above rela .. 
tions expressing the net impurity CQllCentrl:lti.on and jt\nction depths. 
These deviations may include· such tactQW~ as the dependence of O upon 
concentration, the time required to obtain the impurity.at the surface 
at its final valt.!.e, the fact that .the surface is usually moving during 
the diffusion process, and the interaction between impurity ,atoms. 
Reynolds ( 10) has considered variou1:1 diff\1sion errors affecting the 
c~lcul.ated junction depths. 
Also 1 the dopin$ impurities may under~o a redistribution :i,n the 
region near the surface during oxidation,. Atdla and Tannenbaum ( 11) 
show the extent of the redistl:'il;,ution mFy range from a pile-up region 
to a depletion region neal:'.' the semi-conductor-oxide inte,:-face. 
RESISTANCE ANO CAPACITANCE: C.ALCULATIONS 
The resis~ance .and sapacitance per unit length for the diffused 
resistor will be determined in this section,· These values will be deter-
mined for the G:1:1ussian .and. c~plementary error· f~nction distributions. 
Using these·rest.1lts, tl;le parameter A wUl be calc~lat;:ed as a function 
of the reaistor dimensions, the bia1;1 potential, and the frequency of 
operation for any particular dUfusj.on, 
The series resistance is dete:i;-mined by its geom~try and resistivity. 
A.ssQ!lling the reaistor is rectanguhr in sbape _and the length ;i,s .an order 
of magnitude greater t;:han the depth, Eq1Jq1,t;on 4 ... 1 ha ver:y good approxi-
mation tQ the total re$ist,ance (12). 
(4-1) 
where pis the effective value of resistivity of the diffused layer; 
L.is the distance between contacts; w is the resist;:or width; an,d tis 
the depth of the resistor equal to the junction depth, ;icj. (Later.d 
spreading under the oxide· mask represe:m.t$ a hazard to the· rectangular 
assumption that should be noted but will be ignored in the present 
·calculation.) 
Thus, the series resista1;1ce per unit length h determined by 
14 
Irvin (13) has calculated t~ average eonc;\uctivity of diffused 
layers in silicon for Oa1,1ssian_ .and COll\pie~nterry errQr function distd-
butions. Tables l, II, 111, ancl IV _are ta.ken from. these c.alculations 
and show the effective resisi;ivity of diffused layers for various val1,1es 
of surf ace and b.ackground concentrations at .. 300° K • 
. A graded junction is ·defined as one such·that N(x) = a(x-xj) within 
the tr.a,nsition region, where. a is a constant. As the voltage drop .across 
the diffused junct;i.on h decre,ased th,e transition region becomes narrower, 
until N(x) may be approximated by a first-order Taylor expansion; 
(4..;3) 
Under such bias con(litions it. behaves like a graded junction! 
Lawrence and Warner (14) have established the regions in which the 
linearly graded appro:ic;i,ni.ation, . AS opposed to the step appro:ic:imation, h 
vaU.d for wide i"anges of volt;age. and d:1,.ffusion profiles, 
Shockley (6) has shown t:hat the capacitanc;.e per unit:area for the 
graded junction i$ given by 
[ 2 1/3 CA = qa e I 12 V d J , (4.-4) 
where q is tl;le electronic charge; e. is the pe:qnittivity, ,and· V d is the 
·potential drop .across the junct;i.on4 
The capacitance per unit length will be deUne_d by 
(4-5) 
where w. is the resistor width .at the surface; 6 :l,.s the shape factor 
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AVERAGE RESIW:tIVlTY (p) OF N .. TYP& GAUSSIAN PIFFUSED 
LAYER IN SILIQO~ (ohm-cm) 
18 
Rac:ksround Concentrat;:iqn o! Accegtor Imeur.ities (cm"'3) 
1014 1015 1016 1017 1018 1019 1020 
.00090 .00083 .ooon ,00067 .00058 .oooso .00048 
.0012 .0011 .0010 .00090 .00077 .00070 .000.77 
.0021 ~0020 .0017 .0016 .0013 ,0011 .0020 
.0033 .0031 .0029 .oo~s .0022 .0020 
,0059 .ooso ,0048 ,0040 .0037 .0036 
.012 .011 .010 .0091 .0077 .011 
.020 .017 .01s .013 .013 I .029 .025 .Q23 .020 ,043 
.045 .038 .033 .030 .062 
.067 .055 .048 .048 
.091 .on .067 .077 
.15 .12 • 11 .20 
.25 ~20 .17 
.40 .33 .33 







,AVERAOERESIS'l'lVITY ~pJ Oli' ~"TYPEQAUSSlAN 
. . 
DIFFUSED LAYER IN SJLlCON ( ohm-c;:in} 
Surface 
(cm .. 3) Acceptor B~ckijround Conce-otratioll of Opn,pr·tmeu~itiea 
Concen- · ·· ,y, ii · i I I ·I: I , I I 
tration 1014 1015 1016 1017 1018 . 1019 10ZO 
(em .. 3) 
1oi1 
.Q0056 .000,50 ,OQ04~ ',0004J .00037 .• 09032 ~00027 
5 X 1020 .0011 ,OOQ9~ .()Q0~7 ,000.77 .00069 ,00059 .00057 
·2 X 1020 .0025 .0022 ,0020 .OOl9 · .0016 .0013 .0019 
1020 
.0048 .Q042 .oo~e • .003.l ,0029 ,0025 
5 X 1Ql9 .0091 .0077 · .oon .006, ,0056 
.. 
~0051 
2 x 1019 .020 
·OH •. 016 ·014 .012 .oi1 
1019 
.Q34 ,030 .oia . .0~4 .022 
5 X 1018 .0,59 .050 .045 .039 . ,04Z 
2 x 1018 ~11 .091 ,080 .096 ,14 
1018 
.17 .14 "12 .u 
5X 1017 ~24 .. 21 ,19 .. 20 
2 X 1017 .42 ,,37 .J3 .59 
1017 ,67 • .5~ ,..53 
5 X 1016 1.0 ,86 ,en 
2 x 1016 1.9 . 1.6 ~.8 
1016 3.2 , 2.9 
5 X 1015 6,3 5.9 
2 X iol5 141 . 20. 
1015 29. 
· deviation of the diffusion pi;ioU~e, along the sides of the resii;1;:ive 
element, For example, consider an element with no late;al spreading 
.and identical juncttons on aU faces of the :resistor, ln this case 
C ~ CA(w + 2xj), or 6 = 2xj/w, 
Substit\,1ting Equations 4-4 ~,;id 3-3 into 4-S the ca~acitance for 
the resistive element fo,;med by .a G:aUHian difft.Jsion is obtained as 
20 
(4-6) 
Substituti9n of eq4aticms 4 ... 4 and 3-9 intc:> 4-S yields a similar 
result fol;' the capacitancf:\·f~r the complementary er:ro:r function elelllent, 
(4 .. 7) 
As shown in Chapter l;I~ t;he at:gt,1ment l is given by A·;::;; (rrn.i2Rc)\. 
Introducipg the app:rop;rhte te~s £or Rand C,.A may be written as 
(4-8) 
for the Gaussian diffused elemell.tS ,and 
for complementary error ft.met ion elements, (The diffusion length, L 1, 
has been eU.minaf;:ed ;i.n Equation 4-.8 tt).roµgh the use of Eql,\ation 3-2 ~) 
Calculations in this chapter have been based on the asst;tmpt;i.on that 
the resistive element is rectangularo However, odd .. shaped geometries 
are necessarily encountered if the space available ;i.s utilized to its 
:fullest extento Researchl'riangle Institute (12) has considered seve:i;-al 
of the geometries·encountered in the design of resistors, By·the 
21 
appl;lcation of· s~andard t:ta.nsfo:i,nat;tQns .emplaye,c1 in the confoTinal mapping 
. . . . . 
of cqmplex functtons, th~y have cai~ul,t~d the e(f.e~tive :i:-esistance and 
current density for elen\ents with fight angie an,d rounded cornerfii, circu-
lar· strips, . and elements with an .abrupt change tn widthf !he!iie results 
may be used to modify the calculations of this chapter whenever these 
geometries are encountered. 
It is also pointed out in the.above menUoned report (12} that a 
resistor width of one :mil b apprciaching the·dimensional magnitude of 
the diffusion depths so that .allpw~n'lc:e (ci,r lateial spreading under the 
oxide maE1lc becQtnes of geomet;:tiql!l,1 importance. · !hey suggest. that the 
change in dimen~ion can be ~alculated ~Y asswntng the lateral spreading 
to be equal to the junction depth o( the diffused layer. 
PliAl'TER v 
.. PRESENTATlON Of RESUI/I;S 
Equations 2-l4 tl;lJ;ough 2 ... 18-will be presented gx-aphically in this 
chapter as functiop.~ Qf the relative fi;r,qu~iwy fo-r .several reaisUve 
elements. Also, the low and 'hish frequency app:ro~iinationsfor these 
functiQns will Qe intl'Qduced, 
It would not be pr~ctical t:9. consider all of the diffusion pro .. 
files that might be of interest for the·va-,:"i9ua·ap,licatio~s. Thus, 
the only resistive elements considered p~ricaUy. in this study: aJ:e 
those formed by ~ G.ausd-an di(fusi,ol'l :1.nto a sUicon 1;1Uce · of opposite 
conductivity .type and uniform dopini Nb• Ahq, it is ass1,1med that the 
operating tempe:r$ture of these element~i~ 300° K •. A ~thc;,d of modi-
fication of these given restJlts to.include othe;i: profiles is then 
indicate do 
Since the effective· resis.t;i.vity, l:lhe surface co1,1centl;'ation and 
the b,ackground concentration.a:i:re constant.for .a partiqulax-:diffusion, 
Equation 4 .. a may be writt.en as 
. (~ .. l) 
where f will l?e denQted as. the :i:-elative f;i:eq1,1Emcy, .and l<o· 1$ a constant 





Si~ilarly, (o~ the compleme~tary error fuq~tion distribution Equa-
tion 4-9 may be written .as 
(5-4) 
where the rela.tive frequency is the same as in Eq\,lation 5-2, .and Kc 
is given by 
(5-5) 
The following equalities are recalled from Equations 2 .. 14 through 
2-18, respectively, 
zll/(L/wt) == zr;./(L/wt) == (wt/L)/h2~ 
z12/(L/wt) == z21/(L/wt) 
YH/(wt/'f.,) = Y22/(wt/L) == (L/wt)/hll 





h12 = -h21• (5.-10) 
For compactness Zll , Zl2, Yll, Yl~, and Hl2 are defined as the 
logarithm of the magnitude of the param~ters given in Equations 5-6 
through 5-10, respectively. For example, Ztl is defined from Equation 
5-6 .as Zll == log lz11/(L/wt) I = log I z22/(L/wt)j ~ log l(wt/L)/h22l • 
PHZll, PHZ12, PHYll, PHYl2, and ~HH12 a~e similarly defined as the 
respective phases, (If the above definitions are not obvious, see 
Equations C-1 through· C-10 of Appendix c.) 
It is noted in Appendix C that the following equations may be used 
as approximations to Equations 2-14 thrpugh 2-18 for (FK)\ < 10- 1• 
Low Frequency Approxim~tio~~= 
Zll = Zl2 ~ log p - lo$ 2 - log (FK) 
Yll = Yl2 ~~log~ 





For values of FK such that tanh (FK).\; 1, or equivalently . sinh (FK).\ 
~ cosh (FK)\ ~\exp (FK)\, the following a~proximations are given for 
Eq~ations 2-14 through 2-18. 
High Frequency App~oximat~on~: 
Zll ::!: log 15 .,. ~ log i - li log (FK) (5-14) 
• p + .\ Zl2 = log lgg 2 
- \ log (FK) - 0.43429 (n<)\ (5-15) 
Yll ~ -log - + \ log 2 + .\ lpg (FK) (5-16) p 
Yl2 ~ -log - 3 (:fl~) .,. Q.43429 (FK)\ (5-17) p + 2 log 2 -tr li log. 
Hl2 ~ log 2 - .\ 0~43429 (F~) • (5-18~ 
These ~pproximation$ ~houlq be ~easp.p~bly accurate for (FKl >101• 
N\llilerical evaluations of Equat~ons 2-14 through 2-18 have been 
obtained by use of an IBM 1410 compµter. the program used for the calcu-
lations is given in Appendix D. 'l'he value chosen for permitivity and 
the use of Tables I through IV for determining the effective resistivity 
require that all lengths be converted to centimeters. 
Figures 5-1 through 5-3 pre$ent Equations 2-14 through 2-18 for a 
p ... type surface concentration of 4 x 1018 atoms/cm3 and an-type back-
ground impurity concentration of l x 1017 atoms cm3. The solid curves 
represent the values obtained from Equations 2-14 through 2-18. The 
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Figure 5-1. 
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Nb= I x 1017 Atoms I cm3 , n-Type 
N5 = 2 x 1018 Atoms I cm3 , P-Type 
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Equation 2-16 And 2-17 
Nb= Ix 1017 Atoms /cm3, n-Type 
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N5 = 2 x 1018 Atoms I cm 3, P-Type +++++itt+Ht 
108 109 1010 td' 
F, Relative Frequency 






Zll ~ z1i; 7.890 ff log F 
Yll = Yl2 = 1.017 
Hl2 = 0.0, 
Zll = 3.436 \ log F 
Zl2 = 3. 737 1.079 x 10 .. 5 
Yll = -3.436 +\log F 
Yl2 = -3 .135 1.079 x 10-S 
H12 = 0.3010 1.079 x 10-5 
(F)\ .,. \ log F 
(F)\ + \ log F 
(F)\, 
respectively. These equations are shown by the d~shed curves. 
28 
lt was originally assumed that the low and hi$h (requenc~ approxi-
mation!:! would be valid for F < 10-2 /1< and F ]!::,- 102/K, +espectively. For 
the case under con~ideration this corresponds to F <; 1.61 x 107 and 
F > 1. 6_1 x 1011 • However, it tIJ.ay be seen from the graphs that the range 
of each of the apprqximations may be extended another decade with no 
appreciable effect on the .accuracy, that i,s F < 1.61 x 108 and F > 1.61 
x 1010. 
The intersection c,:,f the low and high frequency _approximations is 
in the range where the accuracy of either approxim.;ltion is the poe;>rest. 
Increasingly larger errors occur if either approximation is used for 
frequencies beyond its point of intersection with the other. If Zl2, 
Yl2, and Hli are determined by the appropriate low and high frequency 
approximate equations on either side of the intersections, the maximum 
difference between these approximate values and th0se calculated directly 
f r om Equations 2~14 through 2-18 will be less than 0.04. This difference 
cor responds to a maximum error of 10 per cent. The similar representations 
29 
for Zll and Yll yield slightly larger deviations from the actual values, 
approximately 0!06 or 15 per cent, Ho"'ever, the osci.lhtion of the actu.al 
values below the high frequency approximations in either case appears 
rather suspicious. 
The magnitude and phase of Eqt.1ations 2-14 throµgh 2-18 -are given 
in Figure 5.4 through 5-13. These grJphs are presented for p~type 
Gaussian diffused layers into a unHorm n-type backgroupd .concentration 
Of 1016 I 3 atoms cm • Each graph contaips a family of four curves corres-
ponding to the four surface concentrations 2 x 1016, 5 x 1016, 2 x 1017, 
and 2 x 1018 ato~s/cm3. 
ln the following discussion it is assumed that the approximations 
given by Equations 5-11 throu~h 5.18 are sufficiently accurate to des-
cribe the resppnse for a particular application. Then any given curve 
representipg a parameter may be modified to represent the same parameter 
under different diffusion conditions. Consider two diffu$ions b .and a ; 
for tl1e low frequency ,ipproximatipns the parameter difference if given 
by 
Zllb ~ Zlla ~ Z12b - Zl2a = log Pb - log Kt, 
Pa Ka 
Yllb - Y118 :;:: Y12b - y12a = ... log ~b 
Pa 
(5-20) 
(5 ... 21) 
For the high frequency approximations the ·para~eter nifference is 
given by 
Zllb - Zlla = log ~b -- ~ log ;b 
p~ a 
(5-22) 
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Figure 5-9. Short-Circuit Input Admittance (Phase) • 
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Yllb - Ylla -log 
Pb \ lag Kb (5-24) = ~+ K; pa 
Yl2b - Yl2a Pb \ log Kb - 0.43429F(~ - K!) (5-25) = -log :- + 
pa Ka 
Hl2b - Hl2a = -0.43429F(Kt - K\), (5-26) 
a 
where Pb and Pa are to be determined from Tables I through IV; Kb and Ka 
are to be determined from Equation 5-3 or 5-5 depending upon the type of 
diffusion under consideratiQn. 
In conclusion, the primary results of this study are ~he parameters 
described in Equations 2-14 through ·2-18 when expressed as functions of 
the relative frequency. With a sufficient knowledge of the diffusion 
profile, these five parameters will describe the respopse of a resistive 
element in any configuration. However, it is first recalled that the 
yalue of the effective resistivity calculated by Irvin 03) requires 
that the element be operated at 300° K. Secondly, it is required that 
the element be operated such that its junction remains in the linear 
graded region. [Calculations obtained from Lawrence and Warner (14) 
would be extremely valuable for such determinations.] Also, the change 
in bias aLong the length of the element must be such that the lineari-
zation of Equations 2- 1 is justifiable. The shape factor 6 was intro-
duced so that the designer could empirically allow for lateral spread-
ing and the increased capacitance near the semiconductor-oxide inter-
face. 
In regard to the approximate equations one may conclude that for 
any given diffusion there is a frequency below which the low frequency 
approximations to Equations 2-14 through 2-18 yield excellent results 
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and ·~ frequency two decades higher above which the high frequency app~oxi-
mations yield negligible error. If a parameter is to be represented by 
the approximate equations over the entire frequency range, the maximum 
error will be less than 15 per cent .and will occur in the region of the 
intersection of the approximate solutions. 
A graph of a parameter for .a particular diff~sion may be modified 
to represent the same parameter under different diffusion conditions 
by use of Equations 5-19 through 5-26. 
As an example of how these results may be used, consider the fol- . 
lowing problem. Suppose that it is desired to maintain the input imped-
ance of a resistive element at l x 104 ohms with 20 per cent tolerance 
up to ten megacycles. The element is to be operated under a.c. 
(alternating .current) short-circuit output conditions. Furthermore, 
suppose that the active elements of the circuit require that this resis-
tor be formed by the diffusion of surface concentration of~ x 1017 
atoms/cm3, p-type, into a uniform background of l x 1016 atoms/qn3, 
n-type. 
11 12 { I } E1 I E2 I 
I 
I 
~ L ~, 
Figure 5-14. A ReS\Stive Element Ope.rating Under A.C. 
Short-Circuit Output Conditions. 
-3 Assllllle that it is known that the junction depth is 0.33 x 10 cm, 
where this value is obtained th~pugh m~asurement or is calculated with 
the knowledge of the diffusion length used for this particular diffusion. 
With the above information, one may proce~d as follows. lt is 
seen from Equations 2-7 th,t the parameter under consideration is h11 , 
that is 
From Equation 5~8 it is recalled that 
Yll = log I y11 /(wt./L) I = log l (L/~t)/h11I • 
Therefore, the graph to be used •is given in Ftgµre 5-8. The low fre-
quency range indicates that Yll = .481 which cor~es~onds to 
hll 
(L/wt) = 0~33. 
Substituting the junction depth fort and ix io4 ohms for h11 yields 




If the diffusion is such that the resistive element may be assumed 
rectangular, o may be appro~imated as 
w w 
Substitution of o, (L/w) and xj into the expression for the rela-
tive frequency yields 
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At this point; it is not;ed. :t.n :li'ig1,tre 5..;5 that Yll = , 5.n wqcm F .= 
8 :x; 108-. Thh co;respot\dfll .to.a dec;rease of 0.07 or 18 i,er cent iP. hu~ 
This ~alue of f will 1;,e t:aken as the relat;l.ve fre.quency corresponding 
to.the.actual frequency of 10 megacycles, With theije substit~tions for 
the frequency.and relative·frequency the .above-equation becomes 
If. it ;i.s desired tqat the· revers, ~i.as on the n1:;itive e leJRe?lt be 
4 volts, the po1,1:i,1:ive root of the above eq~tian yields 
which· :i,s app:i:-ox;l.mately 20 mils. "thus, .a resistive element with l,. ;:::;; 20 
· mu, a'l;ld w ::;:;:, 2 mils will satisfy tqe i1llp,dance magnit;ude ;equirements 
for the p~edet~rwined d~ffusion, 
This stt.tdy has resulted i"Q. a sys1=e~tic p]l'ocedure for P!edicting 
the resultant reshtan¥e and the C.Qt'te~P<:>lU,ling f:i;-equency characteristics 
of resistor$ clesi.gned as an. integral pat't of a d:1.ffµsed microelectronic 
c;d.rcuit. th~ procedure of thh stt.tdy ~an be S\lmtnarized· as follQws, 
'l'he resistive element was represented as a distrtbuted line~ .and the 
res1,.1lting · partial differentilill ec11.J.atiop.s were determined. These ·eq1.J.a-
tions were sqlved unchir the a~aumpt;;Lon of con&itant resistance i:lnd capaci-
tance r,e;r; unit lel'\gth along·the eletn~nt and the re1:it,1lts given in terms 
of the open-circuit i;mpedanc;e, .the 1:ihort .. ci,:-c1,.1it admittance, . and the 
· hybrid parameters. The .argument of the above· functi,ons was denoted. as 
A and was seen to be .a functiom. of the resistanee .and capacitance ·per 
unit length. The diffusion profiles to be cpnside:i:-eq were then Um;i.ted · 
i:o thoseobtained th:r:o\lgh G,v.sJ:l.an and <:,omplementary erx-or functia'J'l. 
diff1,1siol'ls, .al\d the i,mp\11:ril,.ty cpnc;enti;~dop .grad;lent at the junction 
dept;h was dete:nnined for l;>ot\l d;Lffvsion prqfiles. 
The resistance per uptt length was obtained by ass1.m1ing a rectanp 
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gula:r: element .and using the·vaiues of effective redsttiv:1.ty of d:l.ffused 
layers calc1,1lated by Irvin .03). ';the capacit:allce pet unit length was 
obt;a,ined from the expression derived by Shockley (6) for the c.apacitance 
· per un:l.t area of. linear gr~cled ~·1.metions, sµbsti,tutiori, of the> imJ;>urtt,y 
concentration grad:i,ent;s ptev'J,oµsly. dete~inec;l, ap.d m'l,llt;~pUcat;i.on by 
the fact()r (1 + &)w, where o wa, denoted as the sh•pe factor and w 
was the res;l.stor width at the·sudace, 
The values dete:i;,nined foli" resistance and c;apaci1::a.1'\ce per 1,1,nit 
.. length were t;:hen combined in ~he a:i;gument A, J. was rewritten ~s 
A~ 11'~ l<\; wheJ:'e F wi,ls deri,oted !i,S the fela~i.ve f"J:"equen~ywhich wa.i; a 
function of tl\e res:i.stor dimelil.sion1:h the bias voltag~ · on the. junct;ion, 
an.d the freq1,1ency <;1f oper-ation; K wal!i a combt"atiQn of .constants and · 
parameters depending only c;m -the dHfusion prof:U~, With these ;t'e$ults 
the three sets of ci,~cuit para.meters meqtio~ed abovewe;i;-e·plotted as 
functions of the :t"elative frequency for various fixed diffi.udons. 
Asymptot;ic expressions we1."e · then derived fo:r; · the iow .;;ind high relative 
freqt,iency response of the three sets of circuit PJ1.ramete~s, 
Througho1,1t this· study the a\lthor has indi~ted. that the f J;"equenqy 
. response of diffused res;i.stive elements w;,t$ 0f pri,me interest, The 
· preceeding example has indicated i;me manner in -wht~h the results of thh 
study may be helpful in. the design of reaistive ~le~nts, 'J:hese resulu 
are also immedf:ately applicable to problems where phase h of major 
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importance and may be modHied to de~cr:i,be the respQnse of resistive 
e~ementi; open.ting in series o,: p~raHel connec.t;:ion or· 1..1n,der load condi .. 
tions other than open- and shqrt.,.c.iJ;"cuit. 
The results obtained here shouid not be ~onfined to the study of 
resistive elements~ As indicated in Figures 2-1 and 2..:2, they should 
provide·useful information in the investigation o( c!.ist:ributed R .. C 
networki, and capacitors formed by soUcl-state dUfus;l.on. 
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P.AR.MmtER REI,,ATIO~SHlPS 
The (A, l3, C, D)., the open ... Qircuit impt\~t1,ce, ~heshort;.ci,:cu~t 
admittance an<t . the hybJ:"id paramete1a1 are ~efined 'by EClW~Uons 2-4 th11ough 
2 ... 7. 
[::] ~ [: ::1 [::1 
[ :: ] ~ [:~: :~;] [::1 
[::] ~ [;;: :::J ~; J 
[ :: ] ·~ [::: ::: l [:J 
(2;,,4) 
(2-7) 
The following ~quations .a.re given by Q1,1ilte~~n (15), ~hich relAt.e 
the latter .three sets Qf pa.rameterf? t;:o the (A, B,.c, D) paralnf!ters~ 
z ;::;:: ! = .z CQ$h:z(L . 
11 B · 0 sinhyI,, 
z 
z =z =l;:: o 
lZ 21 c $il'l1'YL 
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y 2., :;:: !B :;;:; coshyL . 
"' Z0 sinhyt 
h -:S= 1 ii-·-. -D .. Ytl 
h :;: .. h ::;;: l ;;::; 1 U 21 D ...,CQ_s.....,h..,.y-L 
the above eqqatio~s lltaY 'b$ written,,$$ 
(2 .. 10) 
(2-10 
(2 ... 12) 
From Equation 2-2 it i,s rec,aqec;l that 
y .. => ( 1 + .j) (TTfRC)i 
Z0 = (1 + j)'"1(R/rrfO)~ = R(l + .jY'"l(rifRC).lJ •.. 
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. . 
Lcatting 4·~ (rrfRCL2)~ in_ the ~wQ .above eq\latli.ons ,nd noting that a·.;,; P/wt~ 
· the expre•si.on (or yt .~ncl Zo bfQC!>1n8 
YL::;: (1 + j) A 
· Z0 • (l + j )-1(L/w-t)(~/A). 
(~-13) 
SubsUtuting Equation 2-13 ;i.nto ~qu~tioi::is a .. s through-2 .. 12 yield$: 
~ll = z22.= l/h22 
= (L/wt)(p/1)(1 + j )""l ~o~h( 1 _+, .,J>e 
sinh(l.+ .j}A 
... • 1 l . . 
zlf = z21;::: (l./wt)(p/A)(l + .j)"' stnh(l+ .j)l 
. ' . . . . 
1/h ,;... ( /L)("/-)(l-'-j) e~sh~l+J}l Y11 = Y 22 ·;,,; 11 ..... wt "' ~ _'TT , , , .:: .· . , 
. 1;1:l.nh( H.j )1 . 
Y12;,;:. Yn ;,:::; .(wt/L)(A/iS)(l+j) sinh(i+))l· 
l 
(2•$) I - . 
(2-9) I·. 
(2 .. 10) 1 
(2-11) I 
(2 ... 12) 1 
"rhe relation$ b~tweell hyperbQlic · fl.lnct:i,ons with cqiQJ.plex. arg~nts . 
. and :functions with re.al. a;irg\lll\epts are· given by ChurchU-1 (1-6) to; be 
sinh (1 + .j) l-:;: sinh A e,os .A + j eosh .1 s:l.n A 
cosh. ( 1 + .j) ! :;: cosh A cC?>s Ai + j . dP.h. l ·sin, l. 
Substituting ~hese expressbns int;;.o 2 ... a I th:i:ough. ?~U I and $intply-. 
fi,.ng .estabUshes Equations 2 ... 14 through 2;.1a. 
z11/(L/wt)_:::;; z22 /(L/wt) c;= (wt/L)/h?'). = 
~ (p/A) [ l + J: tanh A tan,, A , , , .J . (2 .. 14) 
. (ta.nh A - tan ~) + j(tanh l + tan _2\) 
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z12/(L/wt)::;:: i 21/(L/wt) = 
:;;; (p/'A) [ . . ... · l . . . .... • • ... ·. · .. · .. ·... . . . ](2 .. 15) 
(sinh,AcQsA .. eoshl!iinl) + .j(Stn~e~,~ + eo~hlsillA) 
Y11/(wt/L) = y2z/(wt/L) = (L/wt)/h11 = 
::;:: (A/p) c< 1 .. ~anh X tan A) + jq + tanh ! ,t~n A)] 
t~nh A+ j tan A 
y14/ (wt/Li) = '1211 (wtJL) :;;: 
::;:: ( A/ p). [ I .. (l + J ) . I J 
sinh ! COii> A + j. cos'h A Sip l 
. h . = .. h2 ~ . . . . 1 
12 i cosh A cos A + j ~inh A sin ! 
(2-16) 
(2 .. 17) 
(Z-18) 
APt>EJ:,TOlX B 
APPROXIMATION TOT~ ERR.OR FUNCTION 
The complementary error function distribution may be written in 
terms of the normali.;ed distan~e Y .;:::: x/L1. 
(B.,.l) 
Erf ~( y) may be e,i:pand~d, in .. a Ti:iylQr I s sertes aboµt y j, the norma-
1 i;ed jµn;tion depth, as 
erfc(y) ~ erfc(yj) + t edcfo)Yj (y .. yj)~. 
n:;::l · n! 
Thus, erf/n)Yj; ( ... 2yj)'n erfc(yj)' and frOl'\\ (4): 
erfc(y) ; e;r!c(yJ") [l + ~ ~"" 2YJ(!-Yj) JP] 
n! 






The slope of the impurity distribution is given by 
N 
d N(x) = ..l_ d N(y) ~ ...E. [-2y. exp [-2yJ·(Y-Y;)]]. (B-6) 
dx LL dy L1 · J ,., 
Evaluating.at the junction, 
(B-7) 
APPENDIX C 
LOW AND HIGH EREQUE:NCY APPROXIMATIONS 
The following ·.pa,rameters .are definedo 
Zll = log ·1 z11/(L/wt)t 
PHZ11 :;::: the- p~ase of · zu 
.Z12 ·. ·:,;::·Jog (·z 12/(LNt) I 
PHZ12 = the. phase of z12 .. 
y11:.:~.·log ly11/(wt/L) I .. 
<:~u,~ ;;:rGzj;:.;:~ I·· 
: Pm:li~ the iph:as~ of Y12 · 
..•. H~2' : ;,,lo~: ii ~12,. 
· .. · .. ·. PHH12 ~ ~~~ phase"° .. of hiz· 
(C-1) 
(c ... 2) 
(C.-3) 
(c .. 4) 
' ·· (C-5) 
(G-6) ·. 





The following: ;relations are· easily d~:i;:ived from Equat:fohs. 2-14 
·.·. through 2-18 ~ . 
. Zll = log (p/A) + t log (1 + tanh2 A tan A) 
= ~ log 2( tanh2 A+ tan2 A) 
PHZll = tan"' 1 [tanh A. tan A] 
·. - tan"'. 1 [(t~nh 'A+ t,;m !)/(t;anh A - tan A)] 
Zl2 = log (p/A) = ~ log 2( sinh2 A cos2 A + cosh2 A :;;in2 A) 
- log (p/A) . ,. ~ log 2(cosh2 ! ... co/ A) 
-1 [ - J PHZ12.= - tan (tanh A+ tan A)/(tanh A~ tan A) 
Yll = log (A/p) ,+ t.log 2(1 + timµ2: A tan.2 A) 
1 ( 2 2 ~) 
. ,. "2 log. tanh A + tat). A 
-1 [( ~ -PHYll = tan . l + tanh.A tan A)/(1 
- tan-1 (tan A/tanh A) 
Y12 = log (A/p) +~log 2 
~ tanh .A tan A)] 
2 - 2 - · 2 ~ 2 -
- ~ log (sinh A cos A+ cosh A sin A) 
- ~ 2 - . 2 -
= log (A/p) +~log 2 - % log (cosh A - CO$ A) 
PHY12 = Sn/4,- tan~ 1 (tan A/tanh A) 
Hl2 = - ~ log ( c9sh2 A cos2 A + sinh4 A si.n 2 A,) 
PHH12 = ... tan - l ( tan A· tanh A) • 
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~ 1 
For sufficiently S!l\all values of A, that. i$ A ( 10= ~ one 111ay 
at,;sume 
- 0, - 0- -tanh A= tan A =·A 
and 2 - 2 - 0 - 2 cosh A - cos A= 2(A) • 
By introd,ucing these appro:/Cimations and neglecting the higher order 
terms of A when compared with .unity, :the above magnitudes may be approxi,""' 
mated as 
- ~~ 2 Zll "'° Zl2 ~' l1Jg p '" log· 2 ,, log {A) 
Yll = Y12 ~ - log.p (c,.,,12) 
Hl2 ,g, Oo (C- 13) 
For large values of A9 that is A > 101 ~ one may assume 
tanh .A .. ~ 1 
= o "K <> 1 ·~ \ 
and sinh .A :;=;; cosh " = '2 exp (A1. 
These approximations yield 
Zll a log.; - \ log 2.~ lo$:1 
Zl2 ; log p + \. log. 2 ... log .A - 0.43429 A 
Yll ~ - log p + \. log 2 + leg 1 
Yl2 ~ - log p + 3/2 log·. 2 + log .A - 0.43429 A 








PROGRM-:1 FOR EVALUATION OF PARAMETERS 
Calculation of Equations. 2 ... 14 through. 2-18. were performed on .an IBM 
1410 computer. The program used for these.computations is given.in this 
appendixo 
The program was designed to calculate the value of the relative 
frequency 9 Fj for which A;;:: Oal 9 then return to the· beginning of the 
decade of which this F belongs to start calculationso . Equations 2~·14 
800 of this decade and the following five decades. 
The program outp.uts are: the v,;1lt.1e of F when A··~· Oo 1; the low 
and high frequency ,approximation for log f z111(L/wt) I and 
log I z12/ (L/wt)I ; the low and high frequency approximation for 
log j Yul (wt/1) j and log I y 12; (wt/1) I ; the low and high frequency 
approximations for log I h12! ; . and the· parameters defined in Equations 
1 through 10 of Appendix C versus F o 
.The following program variables are definedo 
CB ··- Nb A -· A 
cs = Ns P!iI -· TI 
= p 
-- p Q = q 
x F EE = E: 
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MON$$ JOB 251540029,DIFFUSED RESISTOR FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
MON$$ ASGN MJb,A2 
MON$$ ASGN MGO,A3 
MON$$ ASGN MWl,A4 
MON$$ ASGN MW2,A5 
MON$$ MODE GO,TEST 
MON$$ EXEQ FORTRAN,SOF,SIU,08,03,,,Pl 
l FORMATl14,2E8.l,Fl0.5l 
2 FORMATl61X,10HRUN NUMbER,141 
3 FORMATl46X,3HN~=,E8.1,4X,3HNS=,E8.1,4X,2HP=,Fl0.51 
4 FORMAT(56X,2HX=,El0.3,8H WHEN A=,F3.ll 
5 FORMAT (/20H LOG Zll = LOG. 212 =,El0e4,6H-LOG X,14X,9HLOG Zll =~El 
1u.4,l2H - a.s LOG X,/,50X,9HLOG Zl2 =,El0.4,3H ~ ,El0.4,17H X**0.5 
2-0.5 LOG XI 
6 FORMAT l/20H LOG Yll = LOG Yl2 =,E1Q.4,20X,9HLOG Yll =,El0e4,12H + 
1 U.5 LOG X,/,50X,9HLOG Yl2 =,El0.4,3H - ,El0.4,17H X**Oe5+0e5 LOG 
2Xl 




9 FORMATllH ,111El0.3,2XII 
lU FORMAT(lH ,£10.3) 











































WRITE I 3, 11 l X 
X=X*l.000001 
WRITE I 3, 11 l X 
WR I TE 13 ,8 l 
X=(4.0*Xl/5.0 
DO 21 J=l,6 
DO 21 I= 1, 7 


















JFIRl.LT~EJGO TO 22 
Rl=R-(l.5*PHil 
Rl=Al:lS(Rll 









































PHH 12 =-w·i}PH 
WRITEl3,9lX,Zll,PHlll,Zl2,PHL12,Yll,PHYll,Yl2,PHY12,Hl2,PHH12 
21 CONTINUE 
GO TO 20 
22 WRITE13,10)X 
GO TO 21 
END 






MON$$ EXEU FORTRAN,SOF,SIU,UH,03,,, 
SU8ROUTINE ARCTIT,Y,PHl 
PHI=3.1415927 






GO TO 2 
END 
MON$$ EXEO LINKLOAD 
f)t-11\SEPkOb 1 
CALL f' 1 
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